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Tissue 

Absorption 

 Erotation, Evibration, Eelectronic 

 Lambert beer:  

 

Scattering 

 Elastisch 

  Rayleigh: particle <1/10 wave length 

  Mie : particle >= wave length 

 

  Scattering coefficient: 

  Mean free path: 

 

 

 

 

• µa= absorption coefficient  = alpha * c 

• µs= scattering coefficient  

• g = anisotropy of scattering  

• µ‘s= reduced scattering coefficent  

• µ‘s=(1-g)* µs 

Inelastisch (energy shift) 

 Raman scattering: photons leave with higher (anti-stokes) or lower energy (stokes) 

  Cancer: higher intensity 

Fluorescence: photons leave with lower energie due to internal convertion in e-  

→ red shift 

 

Modelling of light transport 

 Radiation: turbid, not anisotropic 

 

 Diffusion: turbid, diffusion, µ‘s  >> µa 

 Monte carlo: all µ‘s and µa , turbid, random scattering and absorption 

 



Thermal effects 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Diagnosis 

Spectroscopie 

 Fluorescence 

Tumor: 1. Photosensitizer (dye into tumor); 2. Irradiate tumor with UV -> 3. Tumor 

fluorescens red (illuminated by endoscope blue/violet light -> adsorption -> red shift) 

 Raman 

 Absorption: measure concentration of compound in non-scattering medium;  

Bilirubin → treatment: light (blue: 460nm), blood transfusion 

 Laser doppler: measure blood flow (velocity of cells = shifted light wave length) 

  Systemic sclerosis (hand less blood flow) 

  skin diseases/damages 

Imaging 

 Microscopy: visualize cells (hematology, immunology, histology) 

 Endoscopie: → Laparoscopy 

  Light into fiber  

 

  Light through fiber 

  GRadient INdex lenses: refraction index n parabolic or radial 

       P=wave length (pitch) 

 

Step index : n = n0 -> flat 

 NIRS 

 Optical coherence tomography OCT: low N.A. samples,  
   distance to sample irrelevant, axial resol. depends on coherence 

 -> Needs LOW coherence (not laser), signal if interference of reflected and reference light 

  Time domain OCT: move mirror 

  Fourrier domain OCT:  

                             no movement, pattern for different wave lengths -> 3D (dept), faster, higher SNR 

→ Peripapillary area 

→ Nerve fiber layer thickness 

OT 

→ Brain in neonates  

→ Breast cancer screening  

→ Muscle 



Optoacustic imaging 

light -> heat vessel -> expand -> pressure (ultrasound wave) -> time to surf. Detected 

-> real time 

→ vessles 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Therapy  

Phototherapy → Bilirubin 

Low power laser: biostimulation → Inflammation, wound healing; Intensity 1 - 5 mW 

Photodynamic Therapy: photochemischer effekt  

-> photon-induzierte dissoziation (Photooxidation) (red light) macht radikalfänger (toxisch)  

-> konzentrieren in Tumor 

 + treat local -> no side effects;  

   sensitizer selective for tumor cells 

   no surgery 

   wiederholbar  

- big tumor: high intensity laser 5W 

Laserangioplasty: → birthmarks (high capillary density): Portwine 

 Lasercoagulation  

→ Tissue welding 

Lasersurgery 

 -> heat accumulation: Laser pulses -> tissue evaporates & blood coagulation  

                   (no bleeding) 

 ablation duration & intensity important: τPuls < τDiffusion= δ^2/4κ 

  Κ : heat diffusioncoefficient 

 → LASIK (LAser in Situ Keratomileusis): Cornea ablation 

 


